Reduction of food matrix interference by a combination of sample preparation and multi-dimensional gating techniques to facilitate rapid, high sensitivity analysis for Escherichia coli serotype O157 by flow cytometry.
Escherichia coli serotype O157 strains, which may be found in foods, often produce enterohemorrhagic toxins. The research goal was to facilitate rapid, sensitive detection in foods of E. coli serotype O157 by flow cytometry. Sample preparation methods were developed for potential use in 15 foods. Combined with multi-dimensional gating, these methods decreased time-to-results (TTR) for determination of low-level contamination. They mitigated the effects of interfering food components, concentrated cells for analysis without growth or, when necessary, used short-term incubation. The results showed qualitative analysis that was equivalent to culture plating in accuracy and superior in sensitivity and speed. Preparation time was 10-30 min per sample and detection took 3-4 min. Culture growth, if required, took an additional 4-6 h. A protocol for raw spinach analysis, using 4 h culture incubation, was 94% correct with one false negative for a low level inoculation. Its projected limit-of-detection (LOD) was 1 viable cell per 25 g of spinach, based on an average of 28 counts detected after growth and an estimated counts-to-threshold (C/T) ratio of 1.3. The results suggested potential uses for regulatory screening and food industry process control.